
Robert Smith 
Print Press Operator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

As a Print Press Operator, responsible for Performing pre-press tasks related
to prepress production including preflight, ripping and trapping, imposing 
files and outputting proofs and plates, calibrating output devices, ensuring 
a match between ticket and layout, maintain daily production log.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Print Press Operator
ABC Corporation -   August 2014 – October 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Checked each screen to match the numbers associated on the disks, 
and paperwork.

 Checked PDFs to make sure that the sample disk matched what the 
production disk was supposed to look like.

 Checked colors of given ink to the paperwork given prior to production.
 Checked disks for scratches and or markings on the back side.
 Made sure ink was on the screens at all times while running an order to 

create a proficient disk.
 Started IDENTCHECK when starting an order to make sure the disks 

given were the correct disks.
 Printed press operator with experience in short run printing on offset 

and digital presses in a fast paced team environment.

Print Press Operator
Delta Corporation -   2013 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Ran a small 2 color press and large folder.
 Administered inks, changed paper rolls, monitored and adjusted press 

operations as needed to maintain a steady cycle print run.
 Operated printing press to produce newspapers Inserted coupons and 

advertisements Fed and off-beared for printing press Verified and 
confirmed .

 Run several presses with different sizes and color capacities, and 
prepare machines for printing.

 Install the printing plate with the images to be printed.
 Work on a five and six color print press making sure ink levels are fine, 

washing the machines up etc.
 Loaded and unloaded material, printed several different decals 

throughout the day.

Education
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SKILLS

Exel, Data entry, fixing 
computer programs, 
machine operations, 
advanced computer 
knowledge.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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